Terms and Conditions of “Make your own bundle”
These Terms and Conditions constitute the entire Agreement between you, the client of Vodafone
and Vodafone (Vodafone or We, Us, VFAL interchangeably) related to the use of the "Make your
own bundle”. Vodafone Albania is a company established by the decision of the Court of Tirana
District Court no. 25766 dated May 10, 2001, based on: Tirana-Durres highway, St. " Pavaresia ", no.
61, Kashar, Tirana, Albania, VAT: K11715005L.
Personalized selection of products and their purchases can be made only under the following
specific conditions in Vodafone stores and through MyVodafone application.
1. "Make your own bundle" gives you the opportunity to create the package that fits your
needs, choosing only 1 product for 4 different categories. There is no limit on the number of
activations / packages you can buy.
2. "Make your own bundle" is only valid for customers with prepaid tariff plan "Vodafone
Club".
3. The above prices include VAT.
4. Bundles are valid 30 days from the moment of purchase.
5. The national minutes are valid toward Vodafone, Telecom Albania, ALBTelekom and other fix
destinations.
6. National SMS are valid toward all national destinations (Vodafone, Telecom Albania and
ALBTelekom).
7. International SMS are valid toward all international destinations (except Thuraya satellite).
8. Customers can not purchase the same product without consuming the existing one.
However, they can buy another product from the same category.
9. If a customer has active one of the standard 30 day validity bundles active and he/she
attempts to purchase 2GB or 4GB, then their prices will be as follows:
2GB = 300 ALL (VAT incl);
4GB = 500 ALL (VAT incl);
10. Daily Bundle and Weeklies Bundles will have priority over the stand alone bundles of make
your own bundle.
11. Make your own stand-alone bundles will have priority over the standard 30 day validity
bundles.
12. Balance check of “Make your own bundle” will be done through My Vodafone application
and by calling the short code 131.
13. After the consumption of minutes, SMS-es and Internet packages you will be charged with
standard tariffs Vodafone Club.
14. Charging will be done as below:
o 60+60 for national minutes
o Every 10 KB for data
15. These bundles may not be used while roaming.
16. Products in "Make your own bundle" can be purchased only in Vodafone shops or via My
Vodafone application.
The above Terms and Conditions may be subject to revision at any time by Vodafone Albania and
You will be notified within a reasonable time associated for these changes. For detailed information
visit the official website of Vodafone, Vodafone shops or free contact Customer Care Service at 140.

